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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Thirteenth Day: Sunday, October 22, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 114-15-23-20—13%W, 51%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)WILBO: Gets pocket trip under Lanerie; slight edge in a tricky race   
(#5)YOCKEY’S WARRIOR: Won four of last seven; gets a great post draw 
(#4)WINGS LOCKED UP: 14-time winner controls the pace under Hill 
(#2)CREWMAN: At best on synthetic, but has solid past dirt form at KEE 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-4-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#4)CLEVER SERVE: First off the claim for Asmussen; love the stretch out   
(#5)SNEAKY BETTY: Logical spot for first try vs. winners; is improving 
(#6)JEMROSE: Won last two 8.5F dirt starts for a tag; second off a layoff  
(#2)MISS ACORN: Speed, the rail & drops in for a tag; first-time Lasix 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-6-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)LIMERICK LADY: Honest & gets a perfect stalking trip; 11X winner   
(#2)JASMENE: Placed in 60% of her starts lifetime; extra sixteenth a + 
(#11)YOOOU DEN: Throw out last in the slop; catches soft crew on the drop 
(#9)SHE’S LOVELY: Will be an early pace factor off shelf; dirt form is dicey 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-2-11-9 
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RACE FOUR 
(#13)LE PIN (IRE): War Front colt will love the 2-turn stretch out for TAP   
(#3)HIGH PROMISE: Like the cutback to 8.5F; wants a forgiving course? 
(#7)I AM IRON MAX: Improving but tends to be one-paced the last eighth 
(#11)DREAMRIDER: Had a rough start in last race; much tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 13-3-7-11 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#5)DUSTEM CAROLINA: Huge effort from 10-hole last time; loves KEE   
(#1)HOT YANKEE: First off the claim for sharp barn; rail + Santana, Jr. 
(#6)PRINCESS DINAH: Tick cheap, but hard to knock her consistency 
(#8)BELLATORI: Good fit for $16K; barn hitting at a 21% clip in 2017 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-6-8 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#10)THEWAYIAM (FR): Tries nondescript bunch in stateside debut; Lasix    
(#4)MALIBU SAINT: She has never run poorly on turf; picks up Ortiz, Jr. 
(#5)CAROLINE THE GREAT: Toss G1 try last time; dirt-to-turf is appealing 
(#9)MOONLIGHT RAIN: Never missed exacta over conventional courses 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-4-5-9 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#6)ONE THIRTY NINE: Proven speed dictates pace; gate-to-wire threat   
(#3)SOURDOUGH: Hooked a promising colt on debut; upside and Lasix 
(#4)TITLE READY: Exits a “live” heat at Churchill; third start of form cycle 
(#7)ANTARCTIC: Has been running a hole through the wind in the A.M. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-4-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT—Rood & Riddle Dowager Stakes (G3T) 
(#2)LOTTIE: Homebred loves 12F on “firm” turf; gets a ground-saving trip   
(#10)GRATEFUL: Game effort on front-end in Glens Falls (G3T); fires fresh 
(#7)APPLE BETTY (IRE): Tough beat in 2016 edition; has company early 
(#5)DARING DUTCHESS: KD shipper is dangerous at a mile and a half trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-10-7-5 
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RACE NINE 
(#2)GRAND CANDY: In a snug spot for $62,500; better on “fast” surface   
(#8)ROCKET TIME: Get a perfect stalking setup from 8-hole; on the drop 
(#5)BIG SQUEEZE: Fits well on this level; moves forward in second off shelf 
(#9)ROCKING THE BOAT: Undefeated on the main track; great post draw 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-5-9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


